8 May 2018

Dear Parents and Carers

**KS4 Weekly Revision Tip #7**

Following requests from parents we are pleased to provide you with the next ‘Weekly Revision Tip’ for parents and carers. These tips will help you support your son/daughter in their preparation for their Exams which commence on Monday 14 May.

It is essential that they prepare to the best of their ability and they should now be completing extensive revision at evenings and weekends. This ‘Weekly Revision Tip’ will be shared with students at the start of each week in assembly.

**Tip #7: Mind Maps**

For many subjects students will need to be able link different topics together. Minds Maps are an incredibly effective revision technique that link different topics together creating a visual stimulus whilst focusing on key phrases and words.

If used effectively it allows students to recreate them from memory which can then be used on the notes section of an exam paper as a reference when planning answers to more challenging questions.

Further guidance can be found on the School website via the link below which includes all of the revision tips and links to useful revision websites.

http://www.rickmansworth.herts.sch.uk/779/students/key-stage-4

Thank you for your ongoing support.

Yours sincerely

Mr S White and Mrs K Link
Key Stage 4 Team